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Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Prof. Amr Galal El-Adawi
President of Beirut Arab University

Established in 1962, the Faculty of Architecture is one of the oldest faculties at Beirut Arab
University. Throughout these years, generations of architects have graduated and have held reputable positions in Lebanon and the Gulf, some of whom have completed their post-graduate studies
in Europe and America. No doubt, the academic year 2020-2021 was one of the most difficult years
for Lebanon in its history, as it began with the Beirut Blast on August 4, 2020, and the intensified
impact of the economic crisis due to the collapse of the local currency, and the consequent power
outages, with reduced operating hours. Another crisis emerged, namely the scarcity of fuel at petrol
stations. Despite all these shocks, the Faculty of Architecture sought to maintain the same education
quality standards and never hesitated to deliver instruction to the student using the various available
means, such as relying on the blended learning system. With all these hardships, the Faculty and its
staff members, led by the Dean, Prof. Ibtihal Youssef, provided an encouraging learning environment
for students. Unlike other universities, BAU did not raise the student tuition fees, maintaining the
same value in order not to overburden students financially. In the context of this economic crisis, we
decided that most student submissions become digital to save the printing costs, which multiplied
drastically. We also asked students to support their design projects with 3D models, using the simplest and cheapest materials.
To solve the transportation problem, the University housed a significant number of students in its dorm at BAU Debbieh campus. This dorm is equipped with 24/7 electricity and internet supplies. The Faculty of Architecture was one of the early educational bodies that sent their
students and staff to conduct an inventory of the destroyed homes and facilities in the wake of
the Beirut explosion; they also offered assistance to the victims’ families. The Faculty, further,
took the initiative of the ‘Beirut Miniature Model Art Exhibition to introduce Cultural Heritage to
Children’ as a simple educational attempt to raise the children’s awareness of their city heritage.
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On the other hand, the University carried out a free medical campaign for vaccination against
the COVID-19 pandemic through the BAU Health-Care Centre. We required that all students, staff,
and employees be immunised against potential infection to provide a healthy and safe environment
during their physical attendance on campus. Considering all these challenges, the Faculty did not stop
its research and scientific activities. Its staff maintained their research production to be published
in high-ranking journals. In addition, the Faculty has regularly continued publishing the issues of its
journal - Architecture and Planning Journal (APJ), which is a journal refereed by specialised professors
from outside the University to ensure the impartial evaluation and quality of the published research
papers. For the second year in a row, APJ is hosted by Elsevier Digital Commons, as an international
publication platform. Adopting the concept of sustainability and disseminating a culture of innovation, the Faculty has begun to implement the University strategy of 2020-2030. This is in alignment
with the 17 Sustainable Development Goals, set by the United Nations. BAU was proudly entrusted by
the International Association of Universities (IAU) to be responsible for SDG 9 - ‘Industry, Innovation,
and Infrastructure’. Since then, the faculty staff have adopted projects to meet this goal, rhe latest of
which is the patent ‘Infrastic’, obtained by a student team and aims to create a construction brick made
from recycled materials that are environmentally friendly and inexpensive. Currently, the University is
preparing to renew its institutional accreditation by FIBAA to ensure the consistency of its educational quality and to check that its infrastructure conforms to the latest updated international
standards, whether at the medical, technological, or safety levels.
This yearbook demonstrates the continuity of the high-quality student outcomes and highlights the Faculty’s extra-curricular activities. I hope that this yearbook gives the reader a broader
knowledge of the nature of the Faculty of Architecture student, who is capable of designing valid and
purposeful projects, that can be beneficial to the Lebanese community if adopted by the concerned
authorities.
5

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Dean, Faculty of Architecture
Design and Built Environment

The Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment is honoured to publish the sixth edition of the 'year-book' which compiles the most prominent outcomes of students for the academic
year 2020/2021. I would like to express how happy and proud I am for what the faculty students
were able to achieve under the difficult circumstances that swept through the country. The most
significant obstacle faced by students and their families is the economic crisis, which pushed us to
re-organise many things and modify our teaching approaches. I am also thoroughly grateful to all
the academic and administrative staff at the Faculty, who withstood all hardships in patience, trying
to adapt and help us all get through these crises. The Faculty has successfully applied the blended
learning methods to maintain the educational quality, holding the written quizzes, mid-term exams,
and final exams in attendance at the Faculty, while the oral exams were held online where professors
participated from outside Lebanon, specifically from Egypt, Jordan, Italy, and England. Considering
the Faculty is one of the few architectural schools in the Middle East accredited by the Royal Institute
of British Architects - RIBA, it was necessary for us to continue applying their criteria, especially the
new and updated ones. Beginning in 2020, RIBA produced a new model that should be followed by
the accredited schools as of September 2021. It seeks to spread certain values and competencies that
have recently become inevitably required to confront the climate change and enable communities
to face epidemics. RIBA has set an agenda - entitled ‘RIBA Climate Targets 2030’, asking architects,
firms, its members, and the validated schools to consider it carefully. Through this agenda, RIBA
disseminated new ideas to create ‘Low Carbon Cities’ following public safety systems in buildings
and preserving human health to be a priority in designing and executing projects. Consequently, the
Faculty has actively begun to prepare a comprehensive plan to keep pace with these new changes,
as seen in the following action points:
- Upgrading the Intended Learning Outcomes (ILOs) of courses, and embedding the new RIBA
6

Education Themes and Values to be clearly expressed in the students’ outcomes.
- Digitising documentation on the scale of the administrative files and the students’ work
- Shifting towards the hybrid system of education
- Conducting precautions and procedures to reduce the spread of COVID-19 infection, starting
from vaccination, wearing masks, sanitizing hands, observing physical distancing, and activating the
BAU Hotline to monitor any infected cases.
Besides, the Faculty received a significant number of the post-graduate students who enrolled
to the programmes of M.Sc., M. Arch, and Ph.D.. Only those who fulfilled the requirements and successfully passed the entrance exams were accepted. Some of the M. Arch students succeeded and
obtained the accreditation certificate of RIBA Part II to be qualified to work anywhere having more
job opportunities than their counterparts. The Faculty has continued to provide its services to the
local community, as it recruited some students, under the supervision of the staff members, as volunteers to provide aid after Beirut Blast. The Faculty also contributed to the process of preserving the
heritage buildings, and Prince Fakhreddin Palace in Tripoli, by surveying it physically and digitally, to
facilitate easier and more accurate restoration.
The readers of this yearbook, therefore, will be able to follow the emergence of these new
RIBA criteria and values through the students’ projects, whether at the level of the careful selection
of design themes or the detailed solutions that considered the building safety and public health.
Students’ outcomes also highlight how the building conforms to the climate of the chosen sites and
its response through environment-friendly architectural elements. Eventually, I hope that this yearbook may gain the admiration of readers and leave a good impression of our students’ work and our
achievements on both the scientific and service levels.
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Architecture

STAGE 01

BEIRUT 8.4

ARCH 271- Architectural Design
Fundamentals: Visual studies

Fall 2020-2021

THEME

THE SENSORY EXPERIENCE
Beirut- Lebanon

STUDENTS

Sabine Keshli
Riwa Smiley

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Assist.Prof. Mohamed Sobhy
Assist.Prof. Samer El-Sayary
Ms. Shereen Khalil
Mr. Mohamad Tohme

Stage1
Stand Together

There is a world out there where
the sky is brighter than light and
cities made of songs and where
you can feel everything stand still.

Stage1
With Unity comes strength

The Cube before the explosion represents both unity and strength.
the pyramids alone are helpless
pieces without a purpose, but
when united it appears powefull.

Stage2
But by a breeeze we're
blown away, and to ruin we
abate
good is not a practical way of
survival strategy, it requires
loyalty and self sacrifice.

Stage2
STILL STANDING

Peace was shattered when
the xplosion hit.it changed
everything; the peacefull reality
that the cube was living.but the
core remain standing.

Stage3
Tyranny cultivate
disobidience

Sometimes and explosion might
cause a revolution. a sudden
urge to defy the rules and switch
direction.

Stage3
Flames of fury

anger emerges from the wounded
core, with a desire for justice,
revenge. the core started forming
a shield to surround and protect it.
but t was no ordinary one.

On the fourth of August 2020, a terrible explosion shook the residents of the peaceful city and the psychological trauma left a deeper
impact on their lives. In this project, first-year students deal with the previous experience in an abstract way, trying to voice their
perception of their legacy’s past, present and future. The design proposes a cubic volume exposed to this devastating event; it then
tracks the changes that occurs in three stages: (pre-traumatic / legacy), (Trauma/ the shock), (post-traumatic/ the vision).
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ARCH 271- Architectural Design
Fundamentals: Visual studies

Fall 2020-2021

STAGE 01

A NONCONVENTIONAL BRICK
THEME

BACK TO BASICS
Beirut- Lebanon

STUDENTS

Nour Dahche
Jalal Darwesh
Charbel Stephane
Mohamed Baydoun

INSTRUCTORS

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Assist.Prof. Mohamed Sobhy
Assist.Prof. Samer El-Sayary
Ms. Shereen Khalil
Mr. Mohamad Tohme

The project here adopts the concept of Urban agriculture as a way for citizen to begin produce part of their own consumption.
Students are required to design a shelter for a roof top garden that enables the person in charge to rest during his gardening duties.
students were required to come up with a standard unit,a unit that has the potential to create numbers of structural forms. Students
proposals were edited to include human references to the Lebanese heritage "Back to Basics"
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STAGE 01

VISUAL & PHYSICAL
STUDIES

ARCH 272- Architectural Design
Fundamentals: Physical studies

Spring 2020-2021

THEME

VISUAL COMMUNICATION

VARIOUS STUDENTS
INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Assist.Prof. Mohamed Sobhy
Assist.Prof. Samer El-Sayary
Ms. Shereen Khalil
Mr. Mohamad Tohme

Developing a proper visual communication skill was planned and applied throughout the whole year as following: First, The
introduction of mixed media presentation as a tool to graphic expression. Second, a weekly sketching challenge that begins from
guided each time with a defined constrain, technique, media..etc. The developed skills were evaluated at the final project step upon
its ability to build a dialogue, discuss a concept, exemplify and illustrate tangible /non-tangible aspects of final product.
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STAGE 01

DOWN MY
MEMORY LANE

ARCH 272- Architectural Design
Fundamentals: Physical studies

Spring 2020-2021

THEME

SENSUAL EXPERIENCE
Beirut- Lebanon

STUDENTS

(Left)
Inana el Tachem
Sara El Madani
Riwa Smiley
Mohamed Baydoun
Maarouf Chehade
(Right)
Ali Sleiman
Aya Sherif

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Assist.Prof. Mohamed Sobhy
Assist.Prof. Samer El-Sayary
Ms. Shereen Khalil
Mr. Mohamad Tohme

Students were asked to voice two memories of two defining moment in their lives: one was the thing/person/place they miss and how
different was their life at its/his presence? Second was the happiest moment they have ever experienced and why was it so memorable
than other happy events? One of those memories was converted into a narrative from three stages of Exposition, Climax and Resolution.
The narrative was architecturally translated to a voyage into the crafted spaces of a 5x5x15 cuboid within a 15x15 meters space.
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THE EXPOSITION
Uncertainity

Every new beginning comes
from some other beginning’s
death. Going ahead from the
point of thinking of leaving,
being far away from memories and beloved ones.

THE CLIMAX
Living in the past

Fear of failure, Feelings of
depression and looking for
identity. I’m not even a person
anymore. I’m just stress and
sadness. But above all, hope is
in the sky...

THE RESOLUTION
Surviving the dark nights

No storm can last forever.
The storm is just passing over.
Leaving the good days behind,
finding my path and knowing
that the past glorious time
will not be repeated.

THE EXPOSITION
Can't you hear?

This sound coming from the
squeezed crowd. The high
tone suddenly is making the
whole world listen to its eco.
Yes, it became a routine that
no one could ever skip.

THE CLIMAX
It's all lost

With one path, he found
himself on a glass floor above
a valley.Fear was all what
caught him and the people
around him.Screaming
causing eco and small steps
were his only progress.

THE RESOLUTION
Faith and hope

Faith and hope is leading 1
by 1 slowly to enter. Some
wishes do come true yet
they need time. The grey
phase wont last, at the end
of the tunnel there's always
a light.
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STAGE 01

LYMUN

ARCH 272- Architectural Design
Fundamentals: Physical studies

Spring 2020-2021

THEME

THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT
Beirut- Lebanon

STUDENTS

(Left)
Mohamed Baydoun
Aya Sherif
(Right)
Riwa Smiley
Nour Dahche

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Assist.Prof. Mohamed Sobhy
Assist.Prof. Samer El-Sayary
Ms. Shereen Khalil
Mr. Mohamad Tohme

The final project is the Lebanese Youth Model of United Nations in Debbieh. Model UN participants include students at the middle
school, high school, and college/university levels, with most conferences catering to just one of these three levels (high school and
college conferences being most common). Delegates usually attend conferences together as delegations sent by their respective
schools' or universities' Model UN clubs.

18
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STAGE 01

ARCH 273 - Building Construction I

Fall 2020-2021

BASIC CONST.
DRAWINGS
STUDENTS
Aya Sharaf
Riwa Smile

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Assoc. Prof. Baher Farahat
Ms. Nahed Hamawy
Mr. Mohamed Tohme
Ms. Roua Rawass

Wall Section

Staircase Details
Handrail Section
Detailed Section

Brickwork Details

Cavity Wall Section

Students in the Building Construction course are introduced to the main elements and components of construction in addition to
basic construction materials such as bricks, masonry, cement, mortar, and concrete. The course also aids students in comprehending
the major structural systems’ constituents and their roles including external and internal bearing walls, floors, and roof assemblies.
During this course, students become acquainted with the general fundamentals of site preparation and foundation types.
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ARCH 274 - Building Construction II

STAGE 01

Spring 2020-2021

BASIC CONST.
DRAWINGS
STUDENTS
Aya Sharaf
Riwa Smile

Wooden Door
Elevation-Section
Plan
Ground Floor Plan

Detailed Section

INSTRUCTORS

Assoc. Prof. Baher Farahat
Ms. Nahed Hamawy
Mr. Mohamed Tohme
Ms. Roua Rawass

Ground-First-Roof Staircase Section

After getting the general knowledge about building construction in the Fall Semester, students in the spring semester become
capable of developing further knowledge about the principles of reinforced concrete and steel construction. They also get introduced
to common buildings' elements and special treatments like structural joints, thermal insulation, damp proofing, and others.
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STAGE 02

ARCH 291 - Architectural Design I

Fall 2020-2021

COMMUNITY
FARM HOUSE
THEME

REINVENTING THE CONCEPT
OF HYBRID LIVING IN HOUSES:
FARM-ATECTURE
Mazboud - Lebanon

STUDENTS

Sirine Saed Abou Saleh
Ghada Ghoussaini

3D Visualization
Site Plan
Ground Floor Plan
Site Plan

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Assoc. Prof. Baher Farhat
Assist. Prof. Hiba Mohsen
Mr. Mohamed Ghazal
Mr. Bahaa Aboul Khoudoud

Transversal Sections Side Elevation

Side Elevation-Transversal Section-Street Elevation

As a response to the current challenges, architecture should give back more than it takes. A current shift in how we use our houses
is currently happening and may have happened already, home working, flexible spaces and adaptable spaces has already risen to
challenge. Located in one of the rural areas of Lebanon, the aim of this project is to design 6 single family houses accompanied with
an open land for growing vegetation and food.
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ARCH 291 - Architectural Design I

STAGE 02

Fall 2020-2021

POP-UP STREET
MARKET
THEME

RE-INVENTING THE CONCEPT OF
MARKET
Mazboud- Lebanon

STUDENTS

Rawan Abou Dargham
Sara Muhammad Al Bakri

Site Plan
3D Visualization

INSTRUCTORS

Assoc. Prof. Baher Farhat
Assist. Prof. Hiba Mohsen
Mr. Mohamed Ghazal
Mr. Bahaa Aboul Khoudoud

Longitudinal Sections

Ground Floor Plan

Elevation

Longitudinal Section

Longitudinal Sections

The aim is of this project is to design a street market including Kiosk units with a maximum area of 25 m2 with prefabricated
components. The challenge is to create a unique design concept in their finishes, lighting, signage, and merchandising displays in
order to respond to the new measures of social life and human interaction, in addition to the current national economic crisis and the
need of certain products as “Mouneh” and others. The designed kiosks promote social distancing standards and enhance wellbeing.
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STAGE 02

ARCH 292 - Architectural Design II

Spring 2020-2021

HORTICULTURE
CENTER
THEME

A BUILDING FOR GROWING,
COOKING AND EATING FOOD
Hazmieh - Lebanon

Main Perspective

STUDENTS

Suha El Sheikh Taha
Ghada Ghoussaini

Site Plan

INSTRUCTORS

Assoc. Prof. Baher Farhat
Assist. Prof. Hiba Mohsen
Mr. Mohamed Ghazal
Mr. Bahaa Aboul Khoudoud

Ground Floor Plan

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Ground Floor Plan

Site Plan

Form Generation

Main Elevation-Transversal Section

Transversal Section-Main Elevation

To explore the public engagement with horticulture and food production. This project aims to design a building for growing, cooking
and eating food. It involves the public on the issue of food production and cultivation. It focuses also on the indoor-outdoor relation,
as all the plantings will be used in an organic shop/ cafe selling the products of the facility.
Horticulture is the science and art of the development, sustainable production, marketing, and use of high-value, intensively
cultivated food and ornamental plants.
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ARCH 292 - Architectural Design II

Spring 2020-2021

STAGE 02

HEALTH
CLINICS
THEME

DESIGNING FOR A HEALING
ENVIRONMENT
Karantina- Lebanon
Main Perspective
Site Plan

STUDENTS

Razan Walid Maarouf
Suha El Sheikh Taha

INSTRUCTORS

Elevation

Assoc. Prof. Baher Farhat
Assist. Prof. Hiba Mohsen
Mr. Mohamed Ghazal
Mr. Bahaa Aboul Khoudoud

Transversal Section

Elevation

Transversal Section

Site Plan

The project is located in Karantina, a predominantly low-income, mixed-use residential, commercial, and semi-industrial neighborhood
in northeastern Beirut facing Karantina play Garden. This neighborhood was drastically affected by the explosion required health
facilities support.
A healing environment has a nurturing and therapeutic effect. A well-designed healthcare environment can reduce patients’ anxiety
and stress, accelerate recovery, reduce medication use.
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STAGE 02

ARCH 293- Building Construction III

Fall 2020-2021

RESIDENTIAL
UNIT
BAU Debbieh Campus - Lebanon

STUDENTS

Sara Al Bakri
Rawan Nashi

INSTRUCTORS

Assoc. Prof. Osama Omar
Assist. prof. Hiba Mohsen
Mr. Mohamed Kassir
Mr. Bahaa Aboul Khoudoud

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Section A-A

Stair Section

Wall Section

Ground Floor Plan

The course examines the fundamental practice about the construction building materials and processes. It develops a deep
understanding to different building construction techniques. It aims at upgrading the ability to deal with different internal finishing
materials, and examining different typical components of the indoor building. It makes emphasize on vertical circulation system.
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ARCH 294- Building Construction IV

Spring 2020-2021

STAGE 02

TIMBER
CONSTRUCTION
BAU Debbieh Campus - Lebanon

STUDENTS

Sirine Abou Saleh
Lama Ali Sadek

INSTRUCTORS

Outdoor Plan

Assoc. Prof. Osama Omar
Assist. prof. Hiba Mohsen
Mr. Mohamed Kassir
Mr. Bahaa Aboul Khoudoud

Outdoor Section

Curtain Wall-Stick System

Curtain Wall Details

The aim of this course is to present special treatment within buildings in relation to damp, heat, light and noise. Lectures and
exercises are focusing on the objective its thus to enable students to acquire good knowledge in timber constructions, details of such
elements as external envelope and internal feature.
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STAGE 03

ARCH 331- Architectural Design III

Fall 2020-2021

AMAZON
CENTRE
THEME

A.I. TRADE
Beirut -Lebanon

STUDENT

Khaled Kojok

Source of Inspiration

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Assoc. Prof. Maged Youssef
Assoc. Prof. Chadi El-Khoury
Ms. Nour El-Baba
Mr. Rabie Shbaro
Ms. Nabila Ghabra
Ms. Lamis Mantash
Mr. Rachid Hajjar

Interior Shot

Entrance Elevation

Layout
3D Visualization

Ground Floor Plan

General Perspective

Transversal Section

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has become a tool supporting human daily life. Trade has witnessed a shift to the future using the latest
technology. Students experienced the theme of ‘AI Trade’ through designing ‘Amazon Centre’ in Beirut to be the central headquarters
of Amazon in the Middle East. Through a constructivist studio, a wide-span structure showroom was required to display samples of
Amazon’s products. Students applied the Amazon configurations of KIVA Robots in goods’ circulation, storing, and display. The shown
project inspired the concept from the hologramic projection-lines transforming the 3D triangular grid into an abstracted mass.
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ARCH 331- Architectural Design III

STAGE 03

Fall 2020-2021

HUMANITARIAN
PAVILION
Source of Inspiration

Scheme of human experience

THEME

HUMANE ARCHITECTURE
Beirut- Lebanon

STUDENT

Mhammad Al-Chidiac

INSTRUCTORS

Ground Floor Plan

Form Generation
3D Visualization

Transversal Section

Layout

Assoc. Prof. Maged Youssef
Assoc. Prof. Chadi El-Khoury
Ms. Nour El-Baba
Mr. Rabie Shbaro
Ms. Nabila Ghabra
Ms. Lamis Mantash
Mr. Rachid Hajjar

Circulation Study

Interior Shot

In 2019, the Lebanese people revolted peacefully asking for justice, equality, and improving infrastructure. The project theme
‘Humane Architecture’ has been chosen to design architecture fulfilling human rights. Under this theme, students designed a
'Humanitarium', where users can make an adventure recognizing the origins of the Lebanese race, its diversity, cultural backgrounds,
norms, and miseries. ‘Mind Cage’ was the concept of the shown project, distributing the adventure into three sequential scenes
‘Imprisonment’, ‘Struggling’, and ‘Hope’.
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STAGE 03

ARCH 332 - Architectural Design IV

Spring 2020-2021

CIVILIZATIONS'
MUSEUM
THEME

MYTH AND PLACEMAKING
Baalbek-Lebanon

STUDENT

Dima Al-Akoum

Sit Abstracting the chosen myth
Layout

Circulation Study

The Chosen Myth

Ground Floor Plan

INSTRUCTORS

Assoc. Prof. Maged Youssef
Assoc. Prof. Chadi El-Khoury
Ms. Nour El-Baba
Mr. Rabie Shbaro
Ms. Nabila Ghabra
Ms. Lamis Mantash
Mr. Rachid Hajjar

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Transversal Section

3D Visualization

Elevation

“Every successful architecture began with a myth” a motto for the Pritzker winner 2018 Balkrishna Doshi.
Folding times in a freezing moment has become a valid concept in architecture, because any building is considered a freezing entity
embodying a chain of events. This semester, students experienced the theme of ‘Myth & Placemaking’ through designing a museum
of civilizations. Baalbek, Byblos, and Sidon were three suggested locations. In the shown project, a student read the historical/
mythical context of Baalbek, which hosted Greek myths thousands of years ago. The chosen myth was ‘Zeus and Typhon’.
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ARCH 332 - Architectural Design IV

STAGE 03

Spring 2020-2021

AFFORDABLE
HOUSING
THEME

ARCHITECTURE FOR YOUTH
Al-Hadath-Lebanon

STUDENT

Master Plan

Study Models

Hoda Al-Sakakini

INSTRUCTORS

Assoc. Prof. Maged Youssef
Assoc. Prof. Chadi El-Khoury
Ms. Nour El-Baba
Mr. Rabie Shbaro
Ms. Nabila Ghabra
Ms. Lamis Mantash
Mr. Rachid Hajjar

General Perspective

Southern Elevation

Study Model

Transversal Section

This project serves the middle- and low-income youth who strive to find affordable housing in Lebanon. The challenge was to design
a complex of residential apartments within outdoor livable spaces, emphasizing a certain architectural character integrating with the
surrounding urban context. Al-Hadath was the chosen site at the southern periphery of Beirut, as a vivid place, full of small industries
and it hosts the Lebanese University. The shown project stemmed the type of assembling the residential units from the concept of
energy consumption and sustainability.
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STAGE 03

ARCH 333 - Execution Design I

Fall 2020-2021

KINDERGARTEN
Saida-Lebanon

STUDENT

Neamat Enchassi

INSTRUCTORS

Assoc. Prof. Maged Youssef
Assoc. Prof. Chadi El-Khoury
Ms. Nour El-Baba
Mr. Rabie Shbaro
Mr. Refaat Saad
Ms. Nabila Ghabra
Mr. Mohamed Shatila

Framing Structural Slab Plan

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Ground Floor Plan

Wall Section

Section in the RC Staircase

Section

‘Execution Design I’ concentrates on teaching students the basic principles of execution. It is the 5th course in the module of ‘Building
Construction’ at the undergraduate level. Students learnt how to turn the 2nd year design project into execution drawings. Students
prepared a full set of tender drawings including ‘plans, sections, elevations, wall-sections, and RC staircase’.
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ARCH 334 - Execution Design II

Spring 2020-2021

STAGE 03

KINDERGARTEN
Saida -Lebanon

STUDENT

Khaled Kojok

INSTRUCTORS

Assoc. Prof. Maged Youssef
Assoc. Prof. Chadi El-Khoury
Ms. Nour El-Baba
Mr. Rabie Shbaro
Mr. Refaat Saad
Ms. Nabila Ghabra
Mr. Mohamed Shatila
Skylight Details
Curtain Wall

Detailed Section in a Window

Sectional Elevation in a Kitchen

In Execution Design II, students proceed working on the same project focusing on details, which cover details of ‘doors & windows,
false ceiling, curtain walls, rest-rooms, fixed furniture, expansion joints, steel staircase, and site plan’. The shown drawings are
samples of two students’ work in both courses.
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STAGE 04

ARCH 431 - Architectural Design V

Fall 2020-2021

CULTURAL
SQUARE
THEME

CULTURE AS A SOURCE FOR URBAN
REVITALIZATION
Beirut-Lebanon

STUDENT

Mohammad Arnaout

Design Generation

Residential Typical FLoor Plan

INSTRUCTORS

Prof. Ayman Afify
Assoc. Prof. Kareem Galal
Dr. Mohamed Yassin
Mr. Abd El Razak Balaa
Ms. Roua Rawass
Mr. Amjad Chamseddine

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Site Layout

Auditorium Section

Ground Floor Plan

3D Visualization

The purpose of this project is to re-imagine the concept of the traditional courtyard that was typically implemented in early periods
in Islamic architecture, in small scale, predominantly residential projects, to now be used in a contemporary large scale project, that
offers environmental values, as well as aesthetic, and basophilic effects on the users of the project.
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ARCH 431 - Architectural Design V

STAGE 04

Fall 2020-2021

CULTURAL
SQUARE
THEME

CULTURE AS A SOURCE FOR URBAN
REVITALIZATION
Beirut-Lebanon
Ground Floor Plan

Site Plan

STUDENT

Salwa Al Rayes

INSTRUCTORS

Prof. Ayman Afify
Assoc. Prof. Kareem Galal
Dr. Mohamed Yassin
Mr. Abd El Razak Balaa
Ms. Roua Rawass
Mr. Amjad Chamseddine
Second Floor Plan

North Elevation

3D Visualization

Transversal Section

The project is a cultural square, a cultural center and three residential blocks. This project’s aim is to create a cultural environment
for youth and people who need change, an environment that give birth to an active city; the revitalization. To show the heritage in an
interesting and captivating perspective the project takes a historicism approach through using a cultural and heritage element and
changing it into a more modern element that reminds people of their culture and has an imprint.
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STAGE 04

ARCH 432 - Architectural Design VI

Spring 2020-2021

MEDICAL
COMPLEX
THEME

REDEFINING HEALTHCARE FACILITY
DESIGN FOR A NEW ERA
Beirut-Lebanon

STUDENT

Khaled Hammoud

Conceptual Collage

INSTRUCTORS

Prof. Ayman Afify
Assoc. Prof. Kareem Galal
Dr. Mohamed Yassin
Mr. Abd El Razak Balaa
Ms. Roua Rawass
Mr. Amjad Chamseddine
Environmental Analysis

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Quarantine Facility Plan

Site Ground Floor Plan

Hospital Plans Other Version

Doctor's Residence Plans

The project is a medical complex that will be introduced in order to sustain and heal patients assuring the wellbeing of its occupants
through the latest adaptable and sustainable healthcare strategies. A general hospital with nine different departments interconnected
to a quarantine facility that both responds to pandemics and act as an extension when needed. A research hub for medical research
and lab experimentations to stay updated on all health concerns. The whole complex operates through a series of interlinked
functions adapting to all conditions and healing whoever’s in need.
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ARCH 431 - Architectural Design V

Fall 2020-2021

STAGE 04

Shading Devices

Research Center Plans

Site Section Showing Relation to Topography

3D Visualization

Masterplan 3D
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STAGE 04

ARCH 432 - Architectural Design VI

Spring 2020-2021

MEDICAL
COMPLEX
THEME

REDEFINING HEALTHCARE FACILITY
DESIGN FOR A NEW ERA
Beirut-Lebanon

STUDENT

Mohammad Arnaout

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Prof. Ayman Afify
Assoc. Prof. Kareem Galal
Dr. Mohamed Yassin
Mr. Abd El Razak Balaa
Ms. Roua Rawass
Mr. Amjad Chamseddine

Shadow Analysis
Heat Island Reduction Methods

Diagrams showing massing in site
Site Plan

3D Visualization

This project aims to create, through Adaptable Design, Flexible Structures, and Sustainable Strategies, a well-equipped Flexible Space
to host patients during high saturated bed states during pandemic periods while maintaining a positive and healthy atmosphere on
the environment and on its surroundings, by adopting the Metabolism architectural trend.
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ARCH 431 - Architectural Design V

Fall 2020-2021

STAGE 04

Isometric View Of The Complex

Elevation

Transversal Section

Structure System Used for research Center

Research Center Section

Night Shot During Pandemics
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STAGE 04

ARCH 433 - Execution Design III

Fall 2020-2021

PLAYGROUND
CANOPY
BAU Campus-Lebanon

STUDENTS

Khaled Hammoud
Mohammad Arnaout

INSTRUCTORS

Assoc. Prof. Kareem Galal
Mr. Abd El Razak Balaa
Ms. Shereen Khalil
Mr. Mohamad Ghazal
Mr. Ashraf Saada
Ms. Hoda Zeaiter

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Water Drainage

HVAC

After Developing a set of tender drawings for a project selected from the third level ARCH332; Site plan, different floors plans,
sections, and elevations. Students were asked to complete that set with drawings that show their selected approach for executing
electromechanical systems; Sanitary, Lighting, Power supply, and HVAC. The drawings showed some details like the technical parts,
mechanical rooms, and control rooms. Also, students were encouraged to consider sustainable treatments and applications.
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ARCH 434 - Execution Design IV

STAGE 04

Spring 2020-2021

CULTURAL
SQUARE
Beirut -Lebanon

STUDENTS

Jamal Joueidi
Mohammad Arnaout

INSTRUCTORS

Assoc. Prof. Kareem Galal
Mr. Abd El Razak Balaa
Ms. Shereen Khalil
Mr. Mohamad Ghazal
Mr. Ashraf Saada
Ms. Hoda Zeaiter
Rendered Elevation

Loft Detail Plan

Since Sustainability is the main theme of level four, students worked on preparing a set of drawings that show execution details
for sustainable features selected for the project of ARCH 431; Cultural Square Project-Residential part, of the same level. As well
they developed Specifications and Quantities Reports for the project completed in ARCH434; Canopy of the Playground project.
Sustainability again was an important issue to target while applying Finishing Materials, Natural Lighting, and other items’ treatments.
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STAGE 05

ARCH 537- Architectural Design VII

Fall 2020-2021

UNIDO
REGIONAL HUB
THEME

BLURRING BOUNDARIES
Beirut- Lebanon

STUDENTS

Hajar Younes
Mohamad Azhari

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Assoc. Prof. Hisham El-Arnaouty
Assist. Prof. Khaled Sadek
Mr.Chafik Turk
Dr. Said Jazairi
Dr. Mohamad El-Saidi
Ms.Rasha Sukkarieh
Mr. Bassam Sheahade
Mr. Rodrigue Meghames

Elevation

Ground Floor Plan

Conceptual Process

3D Visualization

Transversal Sections

When the Lebanese Civil war erupted in 1975, there was a specific spot in Sodeco, that was a de-militarized zone, no man’s land,
and a spot of fear, that acts as an invisible border which not only separated Beirut geographically into western and eastern regions,
but also into different religions. The project proposes the use of leftover plots, cracks, and fragments in urban fabrics that allow the
enhancement of social equity, environmental dimension, and the visual aspect of dense urban areas- leading to coexistence.
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Conceptual Process
3D Visualization

Exploded Diagram
Transversal Sectionw
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STAGE 05

ARCH 540- Graduation Project

Spring 2020-2021

EXTREME
SPORTS CLUB
THEME

REVIVAL OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE:
ROCK-CUT ARCHITECTURE
Bcharri - Lebanon

STUDENT
Ali Salha

3D Section Diagram

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Assoc. Prof. Hisham El-Arnaouty
Assist. Prof. Khaled Sadek
Mr.Chafik Turk
Dr. Said Jazairi
Dr. Mohamad El-Saidi
Ms.Rasha Sukkarieh
Mr. Bassam Sheahade
Mr. Rodrigue Meghames

Ground Floor Plan

Master Plan

The site is located in a touristic place, with a rich historical background, where Lebanese people were sometimes oppressed due
to this cliff. The project aim is to redefine the character of this site that is currently neglected. The sports club contains an axial
path which represents the journey of the users- integrated within its natural context- for a welcoming approach to visitors who
are passionate in extreme sports, representing a new phase in their life by practicing their hobbies, breaking daily routines, and
enhancing the built environment, which will reverse the scenario of the site.
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3D Section

3D Visualization
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STAGE 05

ARCH 540- Graduation Project

Spring 2020-2021

MOUNTAIN
CAVE RESORT
THEME

PRIMORDIAL SPACES:
ROCK-CUT ARCHITECTURE
Hermel - Lebanon

STUDENT

Hajar Younes

Exploded Diagram

INSTRUCTORS

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Assoc. Prof. Hisham El-Arnaouty
Assist. Prof. Khaled Sadek
Mr.Chafik Turk
Dr. Said Jazairi
Dr. Mohamad El-Saidi
Ms.Rasha Sukkarieh
Mr. Bassam Sheahade
Mr. Rodrigue Meghames

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Transversal Section and Detail

Conceptual Process

Our cultural inheritance as Arab civilization has been kept in oblivion, neglecting the unconscious world which once served as
the most advanced ecological urban network, where primordial architecture was the preservation of earth, sky, mortals and the
divine Sevcik originally, this concept was satisfied by human beings settling within rock cut spaces, creating networks curated by
the subtraction of the existing geomorphological formations that are both ecologically and environmentally sustainable within their
context.
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STAGE 05

ARCH 540- Graduation Project

Spring 2020-2021

NATIONAL HERITAGE
DATA CENTER
THEME

POST HUMANISTIC SPACES
Beirut - Lebanon

STUDENT

Dana Al Mamlouk

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Assoc. Prof. Hisham El-Arnaouty
Assist. Prof. Khaled Sadek
Mr.Chafik Turk
Dr. Said Jazairi
Dr. Mohamad El-Saidi
Ms.Rasha Sukkarieh
Mr. Bassam Sheahade
Mr. Rodrigue Meghames

Conceptual Diagram

Master Plan

Post-humanism is originated from numerous fields such as futurology, contemporary art, and philosophy. It means that the physical
unit exists in a state beyond being human. The main aim of the project is the usage of artificial intelligence that will monitor the
building, allowing economic and environmental sustainability for future generations. Having a scar in a place that is considered to be
Beirut’s core, led to the creation of parasitic architectural elements, while reviving the silos in order to preserve the exploded part
with an innovative approach- that is the digitalized artificial intelligent architecture.
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Conceptual Diagram
Transversal Section

3D Visualization
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STAGE 05

ARCH 540- Graduation Project

Spring 2020-2021

VISUAL ART
CENTER EXTENSION
THEME

DEFINING AESTHETICS OF
TRADITIONAL IDENTITY
Monot - Lebanon

STUDENT

Fatima Ghosn

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Assoc. Prof. Hisham El-Arnaouty
Assist. Prof. Khaled Sadek
Mr.Chafik Turk
Dr. Said Jazairi
Dr. Mohamad El-Saidi
Ms.Rasha Sukkarieh
Mr. Bassam Sheahade
Mr. Rodrigue Meghames

Ground Floor Plan

Existing House

Conceptual Process

The Lebanese architecture has a great influence on its identity, especially in Monot- where culture, art and society are connectedinevitably reviving the traditions related to it. Elements in architecture found alongside its aspects, textures, and colors act as an
important role in identifying our ID. The project recreates the visualization of Lebanese architectural elements through roof, arches,
windows, verandas, and stairs to aesthetically integrate the different levels of the visual art center, and the sufficient mix with its
traditional identity.
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Solar Simulation Analysis
Transversal Section
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STAGE 06

ARCH 631- Advanced Design Studio I

Fall 2020-2021

SILK
INDUSTRIAL PARK
THEME

UTOPIA
EX-MACHINA – NATIONAL PARASITE
Beirut - Lebanon

STUDENT

Shadi Osta

INSTRUCTORS

Prof. Ibtihal Y. EL-Bastawissi
Assoc. Prof. Marwan Halabi
Assist. Prof. Hiba Mohsen
Mr. Bahaa Aboul Khoudoud
Fabricated Parasite

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Low Income Housing

Concept

Biological Parasite

3D Visualization

Circulation

3D Visualization

The theme for this academic year focused on “Utopia“. Utopia is an imagined community or society that possesses highly desirable or
nearly perfect qualities for citizens. The ‘site’ is no longer only a complement to the design process when it works incisively and near
the existing textiles. With the diversity and plausibility of local situations. Parasite Architecture is to confirm to any predetermined
style, technique, material or imaginary boundary. As a result, the local situation is interwoven into elements of Parasite. What utilized
to be the backdrop now takes part in the spatial dialogue. Living Parasite consists of a relation between “host” and “guest”. Mseilha
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ARCH 632- Advanced Design Studio II

Elevation

Choreographed Timeline

Spring 2020-2021

STAGE 06

3D Visualization

Sections

Forte is a paranoid; site that is screaming deterioration. What is we scream life into it? The Fortes as a communication tool between
two external living parasites (sound of people). All water dams’ projects are symbols of energy, life and are environmentally friendly.
However, in Lebanon, the dams have lost trajectory from mar obsolescent acts of corrupted civil war and lack of environmental
studies. Turning all infrastructural projects into a monopoly of territorialism. What is Mseilha dam could be the {Machina} to reconcile
the social and environmental rupture in need for revitalization.
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Interior Design

STAGE 01

INTD 202-Interior Design Studio I

Spring 2020-2021

RESIDENTIAL
HOSTING
THEME

lty of Architecture
DESIGN THROUGH CLIENT INTENTIONS

n & Built Environment

Yarzeh - Lebanon

STUDENT

Raneem Kanaan

y of Architecture

& Built Environment
INSTRUCTORS

Assist. Prof. Ahmad Ibraheem
Mr. Ramzi Hani

ulty of Architecture

gn & Built Environment

Interior Plan (Ground Floor)

Interior Plan (First Floor)

ecture

onment

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Interior Section

Interior Rendered Plan

Interior Rendered Elevation

The objective of the project is to design a duplex single standing villa (ground and first floor) for a prominently famous design figure
(fashion designer, an architect, a product designer, or an interior designer) visiting Lebanon for business or vacation trip. The main
aimes of the project are providing an interior design intervention, reflecting the theme of the project with respecting the existing
structure and layout of the villa, learning circulation to take correct decision in the space planning, applying the requirements of the
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INTD 202-Interior Design Studio I

Spring 2020-2021

STAGE 01

RESIDENTIAL
HOSTING
THEME

DESIGN THROUGH CLIENT INTENTIONS
Yarzeh - Lebanon

STUDENT

Sawsan Dirani

INSTRUCTORS

Interior Plan (Ground Floor)

Interior Rendered Plan

Interior Plan (First Floor)

Assist. Prof. Ahmad Ibraheem
Mr. Ramzi Hani

Interior Prespective

client through implementing an innovative design lines on the project, practicing a full design process and settling a design program,
creating innovative designs and treatments that combine aesthetic values with great comfort and functionality, accurate drawings
and projections resembling interior design (form-treatment) and furniture items with an expressive render, and specific colors,
materials, fabrics and textures selection.
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STAGE 02

INTD301- Interior Design studio II

Fall 2020-2021

SMART BOOK FAIR
EXHIBITION
THEME

COEXISTENCE, ADAPTATION, AND
PERFORMANCE THROUGH
TECHNOLOGY
BAU - Debbieh Campus - Lebanon

STUDENT

Layan Azzam

INSTRUCTORS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Assist. Prof. Nael El-Sarrag
Ms.Roua El-Ghosh

Cycle Of Movement (Circulation)

Plan

Circulation Plan

Top View

Form Generation
Design Process

Physical Distancing

Reading became fundamental and important nowadays. The book fair is an event done every year, however as a direct result of
Covid-19, there is a new concept that fits perfectly in book selling which is a smart book fair. In our design we are going to implement
artificial intelligence in a booth with the area of (3x6m) making use of technology to present books in an advanced way without direct
contact with the book, itself. Keeping in mind safety, hygiene, and physical distance.
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Project On Site
Analysied Elevations

3D Visualization
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STAGE 02

INTD302-Interior Design studio III

Spring 2020-2021

CASUAL
RESTAURANT
THEME

FOCUS ON HEALTH AND SAFETY
ABC Verdun Mall-L3
Beirut - Lebanon

STUDENT

Riwa Haydar

INSTRUCTORS

Assist. Prof. Nael El-Sarrag
Ms.Roua El-Ghosh

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Design Elements Process

Floor Design Plan

3D Design Analysis

This project aims to Update food safety and sanitation codes, focusing on health and safety, creating space for a variety of seating
configurations, creating new solutions, amending current Zoning regulations, push for takeout and delivery, adding some digital
equipment’s sensors and many more that plays a good role to design any type of restaurant, we had to take into consideration some
main points to have a successful, well-designed restaurant that facilitate, satisfy and have the safety measures.
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25% Dine-in Capacity

Space Planning Study
Post-Covid Layouts
25%-50%-75%

Kitchen Study

Pre-Covid 19

Post-Covid 19

50% Dine-in Capacity
Rendered Section (Pre-Covid 19)

Rendered Section (Post-Covid 19)

75% Dine-in Capacity
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STAGE 03

INTD401- Interior Design studio IV

Fall 2020-2021

POST COVID 19
SMART HOUSING
THEME

COEXISTENCE, ADAPTATION, AND
PERFORMANCE OF COMPLEX
RESIDENTIAL SPACES
Beirut - Lebanon

STUDENT

Loulwa Chehab

INSTRUCTORS

Assist. Prof. Ahmad Ibraheem
Assist. Prof. Samer Sayary
Dr. Farah El Zein

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Interior Plan (Ground Floor)

Form Generation

Interior Plan (First Floor)

During COVID19 pandemic the world practiced a completely different way of life style through the quarantine, and the housing
spaces were the most interior design spaces that accepted as much functions, the thing that even introduced new functions to
these spaces. Many researches and reports states that it is mandatory to have a new vision regard designing our lives as it is clearly
predicted the shift and the development in the human behavior.
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Color and Material Selection

Free Hand Prespective

Interior Elevations

The aim of this project is to get students to determine the new needs and standards found by the COVID-19 situation, and use them
to create an innovative solution for a housing apartment applying those innovations on all the spaces.
“Design is going to be much more personal and in some ways technical, as people use their homes for work, school, and beyond,”
says designer Christiane Lemieux.
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STAGE 03

INTD402 - Interior Design Senior Project

Spring 2020-2021

DISCOVERY
KINDERGARTEN
THEME

POST COVID19 COEXISTENCE,
ADAPTATION, AND PERFORMANCE
OF PUBLIC BUILDING PROJECTS
Tripoli - Lebanon

STUDENT

Lynn El-Hajj

INSTRUCTORS

Prof. Ibtihal Y. El-Bastawissi
Assist. Prof. Ahmad Ibraheem
Assist. Prof. Samer Sayary
Dr. Farah El Zein

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Form Generation
Exploded Interior Diagram

Design Process

Interior Perspective

The project relies on the futuristic predicting vision of interior design role in developing life aspects and activities (Economical,
Cultural, Social, ...) through introducing creative design proposal for an interior space/s that embraces our integrated human activities
in public buildings taking into consideration the regulations regarded to Covid19 and the impacts of this pandemic on our daily life.
Since the project aims to soothe everyday frustrations and mitigate the most pressing issues by applying design thinking and humancentered design principles.
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Interior Plan (First Floor)

Interior Elevation

Interior Plan (Ground Floor)

Interior Elevation-Details
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Graphic Design

STAGE 01

GRAD 210 - Theory of Colors in Visual Arts

Spring 2020-2021

COLOR
SCHEME
STUDENTS

Haya Sibai
Hiyam Sidani
Hussein Madi
Nour Basbous
Nour Damaj
Rana Shahrour

INSTRUCTOR

Ms. Ibtissam Rifai

PROJECTS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Colour Wheel
Color Scheme (Hussein Madi)

Students started by painting the “color wheel” with its primary, secondary, and tertiary colors. They were requested to draw and
project it into something visual or of use in daily life. And out of a 5 scheme colors, Students were requested to select a painting from
the Artist “Hussein Madi “; then implement 2 schemes out of the 5 schemes color on the painting.
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GRAD 222 - Digital Mixed Media

Spring 2020-2021

STAGE 01

ORIENTALISM
CHARACTERS
STUDENTS

Mohamad Chebbo
Sara Serhal

INSTRUCTOR

Ms. Ibtissam Rifaii

PROJECTS

Heritage between decoration and
modernity
Reproducing Orientalism characters

Orientalism is the study of Near and Far Eastern societies, cultures, languages, and people by Western scholars. It can also refer to
the imitation or depiction of aspects of Eastern cultures in the West by writers, designers, and artists. Students were requested to
choose a character from orientalism paintings and represent it as a new artistic vision.
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STAGE 01

GRAD 202 - Graphic design studio I

Spring 2020-2021

DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
STUDENTS

Dany Makarem
Haya Sibai
Hiyam Sidani
Lamis Hachem
Nour Basbous
Nour Damaj

INSTRUCTOR

Assist.Prof. Mohamed Sobhy

PROJECTS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

SpiritTotem
Brand
A Poster That Says
Silent Fiction Poster

The course develops students’ basic skills needed to structure and organize visual communications in both conventional and digital
environments. Emphasis is placed on conceptual development, structural organization of information, and interaction of form and
verbal content to effectively communicate ideas. Students learn to think critically, evaluate design proposals aesthetically, and
become familiar with a variety of tools and techniques used in the fields of graphic design and advertising.
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STAGE 02

GRAD 301 - Graphic Design Studio II

Fall 2020-2021

CATALOUGE AND
BROCHURE DESIGN
STUDENTS

Haya Zaarour
Lara Doudar
Mohammad Stouhi
Reine Farsakhouri

INSTRUCTOR

Ms. Therese Yard

PROJECTS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Brochure Design
Coffeeshop Identity Design
Country Stamp Design
Manual Corporate Identity Design

Integration of typography and image is the major theme addressed in this course are: contrast and fusion of graphic form, text/image
collage, hierarchy, grid systems, and extended layouts. Critiques and discussions of professional work including traditional structures
of books, catalogues, magazines, and brochures.
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Faculty Of Architecture
Design And Built Environment

Typography II (GRAD 302-D1)
Instructors: Dr George Morkos

GRAD 304 - Typography II

Typography II (GRAD 302-D1)
Instructors: Dr George Morkos

Assesment 1: Typography Portrait

Celebrity
Portrait
Assesment
1: Typography
Portrait-

202001372 - Graphic Design

Spring 2020-2021

Typography II (GRAD 302-D1)
Reine Mahmoud Farsakoury
Instructors: Dr George Morkos
202001372 - Graphic Design

Rihanna

Celebrity Portrait - Rihanna

Faculty Of Architecture
Design And Built Environment

Faculty Of Architecture
Design And Built Environment
Reine Mahmoud Farsakoury

Project Philosophy

Project Philosophy
Project Philosophy
The singer Rihanna was selected as a muse
for this
assignment
because
The singer Rihanna
was
selected as
a muse I have always

admired
the
way
thisinterpretation
assignment
because
I have
always
“The Introvert” isforan
from
my
personal point of view.
she uses her platform to display uniqueness
admired the way
Introversion is one
of the major
personality
traits
identified in many theories of
she uses her platform
to displaysurley
uniqueness
and originality,
making her standout.
personality. People
who have
personality
trait tend to spend a lot of time
and originality,
surleythis
making
her standout.
specific
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on their own by choice. It This
doesnt
necessarily
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that theyre
lonely.
This specific photo
selected
it
richwas
with
shadows
and highlights,
providIn this composition,
letters isfrom
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wordbecause
introvert
were
assembled to create a
is rich with shadows
and highlights,
ing it with
depth. providglomy looking structure
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ing it with depth.
surrounderd by all her favorite
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as original
if she isimage
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happy place.
Using light
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as own
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accordingly,
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Size: A2

STAGE 02

Reine Mahmoud Farsakoury
202001372 - Graphic Design

Assesment 2: Personality Posters

Alternative 1 - The Introvert

TYPOGRAPHIC
DESIGN
STUDENT

Reine Farsakhouri

a sense
of depthtoand
give a sense ofgive
depth
and direction
the direction to the
composition,
and so
the elements were
composition, and
so the elements
were
Standard
the with
original
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This course is based on how to utilize the information gained in Typography I in a real typographic design structure through paragraph
and layout principals. Students explore the relationship between type and image across print and digital media.
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Book Cover
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Infographic
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Visual identity systems is applied in this class through printing, web, and broadcast media. This is achieved through the study of how
organizations use identity design to express core values and impact consumer perceptions of brand. Students develop design projects
with clear process starting from research and conceptualization, to image, type generation, layout, presentation, and evaluation.
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This project about an easy packaging, I made my package in
the form of a bag for two bottles of perrier, I made a base to
hold the bottles,I made it easy and faﬆ for use, I used the black
and brown colors.
Brown is a natural color that evokes a sense of ﬆrength and
reliability. It's often seen as solid, much like the earth.
In color psychology, black's color meaning is symbolic of
myﬆery, power, elegance, and sophiﬆication.
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I want to present through my project a new idea and form about how can be
the covid -19 medicine packaging. My package is formed from a box opens from
both sides and drawers, in each drawer is placed one tablet contains 5 pins, one
pin morning and evening. I used the warm and cold colors based on the colors of
company logo. I showed from the picture that I used in my package the organs
moﬆ aﬀected by the virus.
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Packaging is the main focus in this course along with three-dimensional forms such as exhibitions and displays. Students conceptualize
and develop preliminary construction plans, and build three-dimensional models of their design projects using a variety of materials
and techniques. Additional emphasis is placed on developing students’ ability to conduct significant research and analysis.
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Coviphinyl contains the active substance pirfenidone and it is used for the treatment of mild to moderate
Covid-19 cases.
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Treatment with Coviphinyl should be started and overseen by a specialist doctor experienced in the
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diagnosis and treatment of Covid-19.
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Always take this medicine exactly as your doctor or pharmacist has told you. Check with your doctor or
pharmacist if you are not sure.
Your medicine will usually be given to you in doses as follows:
1 injection per day.
Ingredients
The active substance is pirfenidone. Each ampoule contains 267 mg of pirfenidone.

Storage:
Keep this medicine out of the sight and reach of children.
Do not use this medicine after the expiry date which is stated on the label, blister and carton after EXP.
The expiry date refers to the last day of that month.
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Always take this medicine exactly as your doctor or pharmacist has told you. Check with your doctor or
pharmacist if you are not sure.
Your medicine will usually be given to you in doses as follows:
per day.
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I followed the company’s identity, principles
and colors.
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Keep this medicine out of the sight and reach of children.
Do not use this medicine after the expiry date which is stated on the label, blister and carton after EXP.
The expiry date refers to the last day of that month.
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Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Mir Amin Palace

The senior project is the last stage in the undergraduate academic study, it should be very professional project in all its steps, and
students should use the scientific and artistic rules in all the procedures of the project. The idea of the project focuses on creating
a corporate identity to one of the famous historical sites in Lebanon, Beiteddine Palace is a 19th century palace in Beiteddine,
Lebanon. In order to highlight this landmark to the world, the project worked on logo design, stationery, posters, catalogue, mobile
application, package, and tickets.
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Illustrated parts:
Illustrated parts:

Graphic Design Senior Project - GRAD 402
Instructor: Dr. George N. Najib Morkos
Spring 2020/2021
Name: Sarah Serhal
ID: 201903022

Senior Project:
Package for Beiteddine Palace
Concept:
The colors used for this bag follow the identity. The grey lines and
the patterns are used on the sides and the logo is displayed on the
front. It’s simple and it reflects the elegance of the palace.

Typefaces: Open Sans
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Fashion Design

STAGE 01

FASD202 - Fashion Design Studio I

Spring 2020-2021

SKIRT
DESIGN
STUDENTS

Lana Al Assi
Yasmin Zayat

INSTRUCTORS

Mr. Mohamad tarek saad
Ms. Hanane El Homsy

Peacock of power

“Collage”

throne graje
power orange

emerald green
Royal blue

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

“collection”

Circular, Symmetrical, Lines, Confidence, Dominance

In this course students are introduced to different methods and techniques for developing skirt design to integrate material skills,
concepts and techniques from other courses as patternmaking and sketching into projects. Topics include collaboration conceptual
development and primary research within the context of fashion design.
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FASD305 - History Of Costume
And Fashion Design

Fall 2020-2021

STAGE 02

ANCIENT
FASHION
STUDENTS

Zainab El Hajj
Bilal Diab

INSTRUCTOR

Ms. Hanane El Homsy

PROJECTS

Modernized Models For
Chinese, Greek and Roman Fashion

An in-depth study of fashion creators, trends, and the political climate that has created men's and women's fashion during the
20th century. Students should gain a greater perspective on the historical, social, economic, industrial precursors and contexts to
contemporary fashion’s design and trends.
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STAGE 02

FASD301 - Fashion Design Studio II

READY TO WEAR
MEDIUM RANGE

Fall 2020-2021

Prints

Tamara de Lempicka
Print

Tamara de Lempicka

STUDENTS

Dana Shehab
Bilal Diab

INSTRUCTORS

Mr. Mohamad tarek saad
Ms. Hanane El Homsy
Dress, Shirt, and Pants Design

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

Collage

CREDITS: This presentation template
was created by Slidesgo, including
icons by Flaticon, and infographics &
images by Freepik.

sketches

PROJECT

CREDITS: This presentation template
was created by Slidesgo, including
icons by Flaticon, and infographics &
images by Freepik.

Students will be moving towards a competency in the application of design and research processes while seeking appropriate
technical 3D solutions to produce tailored garments along with fitting knits. In addition to understanding the fitting process, selection
of textiles and weaves, color scheming, sewing, and selection of accessories.
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Print

d

Reconstruction

Fabric: Satin
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Extracurricular
Activity

URBAN LAB ACTIVITY

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

YOUTH-LED
REHABILITATION
EFFORTS TO SUPPORT LOCAL COMMUNITIES AFFECTED
BY THE BEIRUT BLAST
BAU – Faculty of Architecture, Design
& Built Environment in partnership
with UNESCO, UNFPA and UNODC has
successfully implemented the 7-month
project entitled “Developing children’s
emotional attachment to the territory
of Beirut Blast through activating their
participation in the construction of
cognitive maps by playing with spatial
maps strategically designed in a game
environment”. The following are the
Main Planned activities completed:
Objective 1-Designing the board Games
in forms of 3D puzzles of the selected
buildings in the damaged area.
Objective 2-Educating children from a
young age about architecture and the
values of sustainability by focusing on
their built environment as well as giving
children a greater awareness about
their local neighborhoods
Objective 3- Collaborating with
communities to overcome the
child traumatic stress through their
interaction with these maps as a coping
strategy for the physical and emotional
distress caused by Beirut Blast.
Objective 4- Building capacity for
schools Teachers.
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CONFERENCE

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

BAU PARTICIPATED IN
BEIRUT URBAN
DECLARATION
CONFERENCE AFTER
BEIRUT PORT
EXPLOSION

The faculty participated in Beirut Urban
Declaration Conference for restoration
of the areas affected by the huge
explosion that occurred on August four.
The conference was organized by the
Order of Engineers and Architects in
Beirut in cooperation with the Faculties
of Architecture in Lebanon whereby
this event came after long preparations
and workshops in addition to direct
field work which started directly after
Beirut Port explosion on August 4,
2020.
Since then, Professor Ibtihal ElBastawissi, the Dean of the Faculty
of Architecture- Design and Built
Environment, has worked within the
organizing committees of the Deans
of Faculties of Architecture for Beirut
Urban Declaration which included
five sessions. She invited a group of
university professors from various
faculties to participate in all aspects of
conference activities.
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VIRTUAL LAB ACTIVITY

THE HANDING-OVER
CEREMONY OF
NAWFAL PALACE 3D
SCAN PROJECT IN
TRIPOLI

After finalizing all the tasks of Nawfal
Palace 3D Scan Project by a specialized
team in the field of 3D scanning
from Beirut Arab University- Faculty
of Architecture, the deliverables
and outcomes were submitted in
a ceremony organized by Tripoli
Municipality in its premises in Tripoli
on 21 December 2020. The ceremony
was attended by Tripoli Mayor Dr.
Riad Yamak, and Dr. Bassem Bakhash
Chairman of the Education and Culture
Committee from Tripoli Municipality
while BAU was represented by the
vice president of Tripoli Branch Affairs,
Professor Khaled Baghdadi, Professor
Ibtihal Youssef El-Bastawissi, Dean of
the Faculty of Architecture- Design
and Built Environment and Dr. Nabil
Mohareb Faculty Director for Tripoli
Branch.
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COMPETITIONS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

CHADIRJI 21st
AWARDS

BAU graduates have participated and
won two awards in Chadirji 21st Awards
for "Architecture Students in Lebanon"
with their graduation projects for the
academic year 2019/2020.
Arch. Shadi Osta and Arch. Ali Sulayman
won 2nd runner-up place Awards
for their graduation projects entitled
“Ground Zero-National Seed Vault” and
"Breathing New Life into Abandoned
Airstrip-Aviation Center” respectively.
The event was prepared by Chadirji
Foundation in collaboration with the
OEA in Beirut between 05 and 06
November 2021.
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COMPETITIONS

RIBA NORMAN
FOSTER TRAVELLING
SCHOLARSHIP 2021
The scholarships, supported by the
Norman Foster Foundation and
Foster+Partners, are intended to find
international research falls under the
theme “Use of Resources”. The fifthyear student Sara Chamass, who was a
participant under the title: “Chargeable
Cities”. This research aims to Find
innovative solutions that can be useful
for a new chargeable city to produce
power by using renewable resources.

YOUNG VISIONARY
ARCHITECTURE
COMPETITION 2021
Our graduate Hajar Younes won first
runner up in the Young Visionary
Architecture
Competition
2021–
recreational building category for her
graduation project entitled “The Desert
Breach”. Young Visionary Architecture
Competition (YVAC) is an international
design award celebrating the unbuilt
projects of students and recent
graduates all over the world.
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COMPETITIONS

Faculty of Architecture - Design and Built Environment

RIBA PRESIDENT'S
MEDALS AWARDS
2021

Four students from the faculty
participated by submitting their
projects in the RIBA President Medals
Awards 2021.
Part I: “Post Pandemic Healthcare
Center” by Mohamad Arnaout “Healing The Area in Between” by
Khaled Hammoud.
Part II: “EX-Machina-National Parasite”
by Shadi Osta “Post-Humanistic Data Center” by Dana
Al-Mamlouk.
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COMPETITIONS

TAMAYOUZ
INTERNATIONAL FOR
GRADUATION
PROJECTS AWARD
2021

Tamayouz Award for Excellence in
International graduation projects
is open to architecture, urban and
landscape design students worldwide
to submit their graduation projects.
The fifth-year students participated in
the Tamayouz International and submit
their graduation projects for this
award. "Premordial Spaces:Rock Cut
Architecture" by Hajar Younes, "Urban
Food Hub- Urban Revitalization" by
Mohamad Azhari, “Post-Humanistic
Data Center” by Dana Al-Mamlouk,
“Eco-Tech Architecture - Agriculture
Research Center” by Sara Chamass, and
“Paper Upcycling and Innovation Hub”
by Amani Araji.
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